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Spin and orbital occupation and phase transitions in V2O3
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Polarization dependent x-ray-absorption measurements were performed on pure and Cr-doped V2O3 single
crystals in the antiferromagnetic insulating, paramagnetic insulating, and metallic phases. The orbital occupa-
tion of the V 3d2 ion is found to depend appreciably on the phase, but always with theS51 character,
requiring an explanation which is beyond the elegant simplicity of the pure one-band Hubbard model or of
models in which thea1g orbital is projected out by means of a simple dimerization. The results reveal the
critical role of the spin and orbital dependence of the on-site 3d-3d Coulomb energy, and a mechanism is
proposed to explain the closing or opening of the band gaps which are of much higher energy scale than the
transition temperatures.
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The V2O3 system displays a very rich phase diagra
which involves antiferromagnetic insulating~AFI!, paramag-
netic metallic ~PM!, and paramagnetic insulating~PI!
regimes.1,2 The crystal structure in the PM and PI phases
rhombohedral~corundum!, while in the AFI phase it be-
comes monoclinic1,3–5 with an unusual magnetic structure6

The metal-insulator transitions, from PM to AFI at low tem
peratures and from PM to PI at higher temperatures, are
sidered to be classical examples of Mott transitions,7,8 in
which changes in the interplay between band formation
electron correlation causes a crossover between the me
and insulating regimes. Many models9–15 have been pro-
posed to explain these metal-insulator transitions and
AFI magnetic structure, mostly using the Mott-Hubba
picture,7,8 with some of them also involving orbita
ordering12,15 or band crossing9 phenomena.

Despite the large body of work on the V2O3 system, two
fundamental and possibly related issues have been negle
First, the V 3d orbital occupations for the various phas
have never been directly established, even though these
PRB 610163-1829/2000/61~17!/11506~4!/$15.00
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cupations are starting assumptions that distinguish the v
ous models mentioned above. Second, for both the PM
AFI and PM to PI transitions, the transition temperatur
about 150 K and 200–300 K, respectively, are smaller
factors of 40 and'20 than the conductivity gaps of th
insulating phases, around 0.66 eV~Ref. 16! and 0.3–0.5
eV.2,17,18None of the models provide a satisfactory explan
tion, at best predicting a gap of the same energy scale as
transition temperature.

In this paper we present a polarization-dependent x-r
absorption spectroscopy~XAS! study on pure and Cr-dope
V2O3 single crystals at the VL2,3(2p→3d) edges. XAS is a
well-established technique to determine the orbital19 and
spin20 character of the ground state of an ion, since the sp
tra can be understood in a straightforward manner in term
transitions to multiplet-split final states subjected to dipo
selection rules. The V ion in the V2O3 system is in the 3d2

configuration, where the two electrons occupy thet2g orbit-
als in the near-octahedral VO6 cluster. Due to the presence o
a trigonal distortion associated with the corundum structu
11 506 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. Polarization-dependent VL2,3 x-ray-absorption spectra. The top panels show the experimental spectra of (V0.988Cr0.012)2O3 in the
AFI, PM, and PI phases taken at 140, 190, and 290 K, respectively. The bottom-middle and right panels depict the theoretical spect
from the pure eg

peg
p and eg

pa1g initial states, respectively. The spectra are given for the polarization vectorE of the light parallel and
perpendicular to the hexagonalcH basis vector. The difference spectra are also included. The bottom-left panel shows the exper
geometry, where the surface normaln is 58.5° off fromcH .
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the t2g orbital splits into a nondegeneratea1g and a doubly
degenerateeg

p orbital. The a1g orbital has lobes directed
along thecH vector of the hexagonal basis, while theeg

p

lobes are more within the (aH ,bH) basal plane. The XAS
transition probability to an emptya1g or eg

p orbital depends
strongly on whether the polarization vectorE of the light is
parallel or perpendicular tocH . In this way we have found
out that the various phases have different orbital occupati
from which we deduce that a pure one-band Hubbard mo
is not adequate, and that the spin and orbital dependenc
the on-site 3d-3d Coulomb energy need to be considered
explain the dramatic differences in the effective ba
widths16–18 and intersite exchange interactions.21

The measurements were performed at the Dragon be
line at the National Synchrotron Light Source,22 using the
total electron yield mode. The light has a degree of lin
polarization of '98% and an energy resolution o
'0.16 eV. Well annealed (V12xCrx)2O3 single-crystal
samples withx50.0%,0.4%,1.2%, and 1.8% were cleav
to expose a hexagonal (1012̄) cleavage plane23 in a vacuum
better than 2310210 Torr. The surface normaln is 58.5° off
from cH as determined from Laue measurements. To eli
nate optical path and surface sensitivity variations, an
muthal rotation method was used as shown in Fig. 1. T
angle betweenE and cH can be varied between 13.5° an
76.5°. With a cos2 value of 0.95 and 0.05, respectively, th
setup can almost reach the perfectEicH and E'cH align-
ments.

XAS results at the VL2,3 edge are shown in the top pane
of Fig. 1 for the (V12xCrx)2O3 sample withx51.2%, mea-
s,
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sured at 140 K~AFI!, 190 K ~PM! and 290 K ~PI!. The
spectra are dominated by the 2p core hole spin-orbit cou-
pling, which divides them into roughly theL3 (hn
'512–518 eV) andL2(518–528 eV) regions, and ar
strongly influenced by the multiplet structure given by t
2p-3d Coulomb interactions and crystal fields. TheEicH
spectra are clearly different from theE'cH ones. The differ-
ence is much larger for the AFI than for the PM, and
intermediate for the PI. The presence of polarization dep
dence in the spectra has also been reported recently
others.24

The bottom panels of Fig. 1 show the results of a V6
cluster multiplet calculations25–28 in which the V 3d2 ion is
in various possible high spin (S51) states. Hybridization
between the V ion and the O ligands is included, and val
for the model parameters are taken from recent photoem
sion studies.29,30 In addition to the octahedral crystal field o
10 Dq51.0 eV, the calculations include a small trigon
crystal field ~0.05 eV!, positive to get a pureeg

pa1g initial
state and negative for a pureeg

peg
p . The figure includes not

only the individualEicH and E'cH spectra, but also thei
differences. An important result is that the difference sp
trum for theeg

pa1g initial state has a sign which is opposite
that for theeg

peg
p . Apart from this and a factor of close to 2

the difference spectra have a similar line shape.31

A comparison of the measured spectra with the calcu
tions shows that there is a good general agreement. We
safely conclude that the V 3d2 ions are indeed in the high
spin (S51) state, since the spectrum for a low sp
(S50) 3d2 is completely different.20 A more careful inspec-
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TABLE I. Linear dichroism and orbital occupation in the AFI, PM, and PI phases of the V2O3 system. The dichroism is defined as th
difference divided by the sum of theEicH and E'cH intensities of the lowest peak of the VL2,3 x-ray absorption spectrum, and th
temperature of the measurement is indicated between parentheses.

Phase V2O3 (V0.996Cr0.004)2O3 (V0.988Cr0.012)2O3 (V0.982Cr0.018)2O3 Average eg
peg

p :eg
pa1g occupation

AFI 34% ~140 K! 30% ~145 K! 32% ~140 K! 35% ~150 K! 33% 2:1
PM 18% ~170 K! 19% ~180 K! 18% ~190 K! 18% 1:1
PI 27% ~290 K! 27% ~190 K! 27% 3:2
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tion of the experimentalEicH minusE'cH difference spec-
tra, shows that the initial state in all the phases conside
cannot beeg

pa1g , since for this the calculated differenc
spectrum has the wrong sign. Although all the line shapes
very well reproduced, the initial state also cannot have
pureeg

peg
p symmetry, since the measured difference spe

have a smaller amplitude than the one calculated for the p
state. To be quantitative, it is most reliable to take the low
peak in the XAS spectra (hn5512.6 eV) as a benchmark
since its intensity is hardly affected by the background a
solid-state broadening. Defining the dichroism at this pea
the difference divided by the sum of the intensities measu
in theEicH andE'cH geometries, we find 32% for the AF
phase, 18% for the PM and 27% for the PI.32 The multiplet
calculations give 57% for a pureeg

peg
p initial state and

241% for a pureeg
pa1g . We then deduce that theeg

peg
p to

eg
pa1g occupation ratio is about 2:1 in the AFI, 1:1 in th

PM and 3:2 in the PI phase. These results are summarize
Table. I, together with those from thex50.0%,0.4%, and
1.8% samples.

One of the most important results of our experiment
that the different phases have different orbital occupatio
This indicates that the V2O3 problem cannot be mapped on
a single-band Hubbard model. It also shows that thea1g
orbital should not be projected out as is done in a m
involved model which includes orbital degeneracy.12,15 In
fact, the pureeg

pa1g ansatzused in this model to explain th
AFI magnetic structure, is not supported by our data, and
proposeda1g molecular orbital singlet formation in the V-V
dimer along thecH axis to project out thea1g , is adverse to
the observed ferromagnetic spin alignment within the dim6

given that each V ion is in theS51 state. Remarkably, th
AFI occupation ratio in the early model by Goodenough9 is
close to our experimental value. However, the proposed
duction of thea1g occupation in the transition to the PM
phase, is in disagreement with the data.

The observation of the high-spin state and the dram
orbital occupation changes, indicates that the correlated
tion of the electrons cannot be accounted for by a sin
parameterU, i.e., the spin and orbital dependence of t
on-site 3d-3d Coulomb energy, such as the Hund’s rule e
change, cannot be neglected as is often done. In fact, it
been determined that the resulting energy splittings of
different 3d configurations are large and hardly reduc
from the atomic values by solid-state screening.33 To illus-
trate that this spin and orbital dependence naturally conn
the measured occupation changes with the observed cha
in the intersite exchange interactions,21 we consider a pair of
ions ~labeled A and B), with an idealized set of orbitals
$a,ex ,ey%, in which the only nonzero hopping integralt is
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between (ex)A and (ex)B . Starting with a high spin (exey)
occupation for both ions, the total energy of the pair is lo
ered by 2t2/U0 if the ions are antiferromagnetically aligned
allowing for the virtual process (ex

↑ey
↑)A1(ex

↓ey
↓)B→(ey

↑)A

1(ex
↑ex

↓ey
↓)B . Changing now the orbital occupation ofB to

(aey), causes the exchange interaction between the two
to become ferromagnetic: with the (ex)B completely empty,
the process (ex

↑ey
↑)A1(a↑ey

↑)B→(ey
↑)A1(a↑ex

↑ey
↑)B now be-

comes possible and gives an energy lowering oft2/U1,
which is more than thet2/(U112JH) lowering in an antifer-
romagnetic alignment, whereJH is the Hund’s rule ex-
change.

It is important to note that the orbital occupation dete
mines not only the sign of the intersite exchange interact
but also theU that need to be used to estimate its streng
U0 in the above example is quite different fromU1: for
V2O3 we estimate thatU0 is about 3.5–4.0 eV, whileU1 is
only 1.5 eV.27,29,30,34,35

Another consequence of the spin and orbital depende
of the on-site 3d-3d Coulomb energy is that changes in th
orbital occupation can result in drastic changes of the b
gap and effective band width as is observed.16–18 Consider
the pair as described above. If the orbital occupation is s
that the exchange interaction is ferromagnetic within
pair, then the energy cost to separately remove and ad
electron isU1-WFM , where the effective bandwidth is give
by WFM52t. If on the other hand, the ions of the pair a
antiferromagnetically aligned due to a different orbital occ
pation, then the band gap is given by the largerU1-WAF ,
because the effective bandwidth is reduced toWAF

'At21 1
4 JH

2 2 1
2 JH1t2/(U0-U1) due to the extra energie

JH and (U0-U1) that are now involved for the hopping of th
extra hole and electron, respectively. We stress here
JH'0.65 eV and (U0-U1)'2.0–2.5 eV~Ref. 27,29,30,35!
are not at all small compared tot'0.5–0.8 eV.36 Taking for
examplet'JH , we obtainWAF'0.9t. This example there-
fore shows, that a change in orbital occupation can cau
considerable change in the band gap and effective b
width, by as much as several tenths of an eV. Thus the b
gap will not any longer determine directly the meta
insulator transition temperature, very much unlike in the o
band Hubbard model where thermal excitations across
band gap are required for the transition to take place. In o
words, the single-particle contribution to the total ener
need not change by as much as the band gap, if acros
transition the orbital occupation changes causing a dra
redistribution of the states as is observed
photoemission.17,18

The dramatic change in the exchange interactions ac
the AFI-PM transition as observed in neutron experimen21
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coincides well with the large changes in the orbital occup
tion reported here, since these two phenomena are intima
linked together. Based on our analysis, we actually exp
that some degree of ferromagnetic exchange interacti
should be present in the PM phase, but so far there is
report available. For the PI phase, neutron data reveal t
the exchange interactions are even more short ranged t
for the PM. Together with the observed differences in t
orbital occupation, this may suggest that in the PI phase th
are not enough ferromagnetic exchange interactions left
help stabilize the metallic state. A more subtle issue is t
AFI-PI transition at high Cr doping, for which the change i
the band gap seems to be almost of the same energy sca
the transition temperature. The fact that the transition is fi
order indicates that it cannot be attributed solely to the lo
of the spin ordering. The simultaneous occurrence of t
monoclinic-to-rhombohedral lattice transition and measur
changes in the orbital occupation, may point towards t
involvement of some form of orbital ordering, but probab
different from the one so far proposed.12

In summary, we have observed that the V 3d2 ion is
always in the high-spin state, and that the orbital occupat
is different for the different phases. We conclude that thea1g
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orbital cannot be projected out by means of a molecular
bital formation, and that V2O3 cannot be treated as aS5 1

2

system. The spin and orbital dependence of the on-
3d-3d Coulomb energy is found to play a crucial role in th
metal-insulator transitions. It is therefore worthwhile now
reconsider certain so far discarded scenarios of Caste
et al.;12 namely those for the highest values of the Hund
rule exchange. These were discarded on the~wrong! assump-
tion that such an on-site exchange will be strongly scree
in a solid.
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